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Network AV Any content anywhere

With DM® network AV you can share content from the room or 
space you’re in with any other room or space, and vice versa – 
without a matrix switcher. Now, that’s flexibility. The unique DM 
encoder/decoder makes it simple.

Use a DM-TX-RX-100-STR encoder/decoder in each room to 
provide two-way interaction with multiple rooms. Pair it with 
an HD-MD-400-C-E auto-switcher extender to make simple 
rooms even more powerful.
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Network AV Any content anywhere

With DM® network AV you can share content from the room or 
space you’re in with any other room or space, and vice versa – 
without a matrix switcher. Now, that’s flexibility. The unique DM 
encoder/decoder makes it simple.

Use a DM-TX-RX-100-STR encoder/decoder in each room 
to provide two-way interaction with multiple rooms. Pair it 
with a DMPS3 Series presentation switcher to accommodate 
multiple local sources, audio switching, .AV Framework™, and 
the addition of touch screens and robust control.




